
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
ITEM REFERENCE NUMBER: SL2923
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1. Remove all parts carefully from the box.

2. Place light fixture on the wall at desired height and mark outline position of fixture base (E).

3. To detach back plate (B) from the light fixture by unscrewing base screws (D) in counter-clockwise
direction.
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4. Place back plate (B) onto the wall, align with the pencil marking and mark the centers of the screw
holes with the pencil.

5. Drill small holes into your pencil marks on the wall. The holes should be large enough to accommodate

the plastic anchors (A). Push the plastic anchors into the holes in the wall.

6. Position back plate (B) on the wall and attach to plastic anchors (A) with back plate screws (C)
provided.
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7. Gently push fixture base (E) onto the affixed back plate (B), and secure with base screws (D).
Make sure cord is in the both slot on parts (B) & (E), otherwise the cord will be damaged.

8. Attachcord cover (F) to the bottomof fixturebase (E)by turning(F) in counter-clockwisedirecitons.

9. Attach cord cover (G) to the bottom of (F) by turning (G) in counter-clockwise direcitons.

10:.Attach cord cover (H) to the bottom of (G) by turning (H) in counter-clockwise direcitons.

11. Remove socket ring (L) from threaded socket (1).

12. Place shade (K) over threaded socket (J) and secure with socket ring (L).

13. Insert light bulb Type A, maximum 60 watt into socket.

14. Remove red plastic (N) from electrical plug (M).

15. Plug lamp into wall outlet.
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(M~ ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS

1. Loosen adjustment keys found on lamp stem in counter-clockwise directions.

2. Adjust height or direction to desired posistion.

3. Tighten the adjustment keys in clockwise directions.


